
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT TERMS 
 

 
 
Activation:   the act of bringing a standby or reserve component and/or system into operations. 
 
Air Pollution:  the present of foreign substances in the atmosphere which pose a serious threat to human life. 
 
Agency:  any department, division, commission, authority, government, corporation, independent establishment, or other entity of State or local government. 
 
Chemtree: The Chemical Transportation Emergency Center.  A public service of the Chemical Manufacturers Association that provides immediate advice for 

those at the scene of an emergency involving chemicals and then contact the shipper for more detailed assistance and appropriate follow-up.  The 
service is available 24 hours a day by calling 1-800-424-9300. 

 
Chief Executive: 1.   A County Executive or County Manager; 2.   In a county not having a County Executive or County Manager, the Chairman or other presiding 

officer of the county legislative body; 3. A mayor of a city or village, except where a city or village has a manager, it shall mean such manager; 4.   
A supervisor of a town, except where a town has a manager, it will mean such manager. 

 
Civil Disturbance: An individual or collective action causing intense interference with the peace, security and normal functioning of a community. 
 
Crisis Counseling: Assistance provided to victims of disasters by trained personnel to help allay fears brought on by the incident.  Usually provided by Social Services 

and Mental Health Professionals. 
 
Control Center: An area designated within a school facility from which key officials will operate an emergency. 
 
Damage Assessment: Procedure to assess and describe the nature, and estimate the dollar value of damages resulting from an emergency or disaster. 
 
Disaster: The occurrence of widespread or severe damage or injury to health, social structure, or processes, or the loss of life or property, resulting from 

nature or man-made causes. 
 
Disaster Preparedness Commission (DPC): A body created under Article 2-B of the New York State Executive Law to encourage and promote appropriate planning 

and management of emergencies both at the state and local levels.  Its membership consists of the heads of 17 state agencies and 3 appointees of 
the Governor. 

 
Earthquake: A vibration or breaking of ground caused by the sudden release of strain energy within the earth. 
 
Emergency Broadcast System (EBS): A network of commercial radio and television stations that provide emergency information to the public during an actual or 

impending emergency. 
 
Educational Agencies: Public and non-public elementary and secondary schools, public and private nursery schools, approved private schools for the education of pupils 
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Early Dismissal: Returning students to their homes or other appropriate locations before the end of the normal school day.  Also referred to as “Go Home” activity. 
 
Emergency: A situation, including but not limited to a disaster, that requires immediate action, occurs unpredictably, and poses a threat of injury or loss of life to 

students or school personnel or of severe damage to school property. 
 
Emergency Operations Center (EOC): A facility with the necessary plans, procedures and equipment from which essential emergency functions can be directed, 

controlled and coordinated on 24-hour basis. 
 
Emergency Operations Plan (EOP): A document containing the operational procedures to be used during an emergency. 
 
Emergency Services Organization: A public or private agency, organization or group other than a governmental agency, which provides police, fire, medical, 

ambulance, rescue or other services for the relief of human suffering, injury or loss of life or property as a result of an emergency. 
 
Energy Supply Loss: Interruption in the supply and/or distribution of energy. 
 
Epidemic: The occurrence of disease to an unusual number of individuals or proportion of the population. 
 
Evacuation: The moving of students for their protection from a school building to a predetermined location in response to an emergency. 
 
Explosion: A rapid and violent expansion of matter emitting noise, heat and/or particles. 
 
Flash Flood: A sudden, violent flood, typically occurring during or after a heavy rain or the melting of a heavy snow.  Flash flooding may also occur during or afte 

hurricanes, tropical storms and other severe water bearing weather. 
 
Flood Warning: A warning that flooding is imminent or in progress, and that people in the affected area(s) should take necessary precautions immediately. 
 
Flood Watch: An alert that (flash) flooding is possible.  Those in the affected area(s) are urged to be ready to take additional precautions if a flood warning is 

issued or if flooding is observed. 
 
Gas Leak: The presence of vapors from certain gaseous fuels (natural gas, liquefied petroleum (LPG propane) in areas of a building in which high 

concentrations could cause an explosion if an ignition source is present. 
 
High Wind: A condition normally indicating that sustained winds of 40 mph or greater are expected to persist for one hour or longer, or that wind gusts of 58 

mph or higher regardless of duration, are expected. 
 
Hurricane: A warm-core tropical cyclone in which the minimum standard surface wind is 74 mph or more.  When a hurricane loses strength – as measured by 

its wind speed – it is reduced to “tropical storm” status.  This usually happens after the storm hits land. 
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Hurricane Warning: A warning that one or both of the following dangerous effects of a hurricane are expected in a specified coastal area in 24 hours or less: 

• Sustained winds of 74 mph (64 knots) or higher 
• Dangerously high water or a combination of dangerously high water and exceptionally high waves (storm surge), 

even though expected winds may be less than hurricane force. 
 
Hurricane Watch: An alert for specific areas that a hurricane or incipient hurricane conditions may pose a threat to coastal and inland communities within 36 hours. 
 
Hazardous Materials Leak: The accidental release of elements or compounds which present such properties as flammability, thermal instability, toxicity, corrosiveness 

and/or combustibility. 
 
Intrusion: The entry into areas of the facility by unauthorized individual(s). 
 
Local Emergency Management Office (LEMO): A unit of local government responsible for the coordination of response actions in time of emergencies. 
 
Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC): A county level organization charged with developing the hazardous materials component of the county emergency 

plan with particular emphasis on the Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization Act. 
 
Local Government: Any county, city, village, town, district, municipality, Indian tribe or authorized tribal organization, rural community or unincorporated town or village. 
 
Major Disaster: Any emergency that, in the determination of the President, causes damage of sufficient severity and magnitude to warrant major disaster 

assistance under the Disaster Relief Act of 1974, as amended. 
 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA):  A division of the U.S. Department of Commerce. 
 
National Weather Service (NWS): An office within NOAA.  Maintains offices at various locations in each state.  Provides notifications of severe weather to the public 

through various means, e.g. NOAA Weather Radio. 
 
New York State Police Information Network (NYSPIN): A computer based state-wide information network which serves police agencies throughout the state.  Severe 

weather watches and warnings are provided directly from the National Weather Service to NYSPIN. 
 
Occupational Safety and Heath Administration (OSHA): A federal agency mandated to administer safety and health statutes in the workplace.  In New York State, 

the Labor Law duplicates OSHA requirements for the public sector. 
 
Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service (RACES): An organization of licensed amateur radio operators dedicated to providing communications services during 

emergencies. 
 
Radiological Incident:  An occurrence involving release of radioactive material which may require community, public, and/or private protective action. 
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State Emergency Management Office (SEMO): The staff arm of the New York State Disaster Preparedness Commission.  It coordinates emergency planning and training 

as well as emergency response on behalf of the Commission. 
 
Thunderstorm Warning: A warning that a severe thunderstorm is imminent or in progress, and that people in the affected area(s) should take necessary 

precautions immediately. 
 
Thunderstorm Watch:  An alert that a severe thunderstorm is possible.  Those in the affected area(s) are urged to be ready to take additional precautions if a 

severe thunderstorm warning is issued or if such a storm is observed. 
 
Tornado: A violent rotating column of air, forming a pendant, usually from a cumulonimbus cloud, and touching the ground.  It usually starts as a funnel cloud 

and is accompanied by a loud, roaring noise.  On a local scale, tornadoes are the most destructive of all atmospheric phenomena.    
 
Tornado Warning: A warning of an existing tornado or of one suspected to be in existence.  People in the affected area(s) should take immediate shelter. 
 
Tornado Watch: An alert of the possibility of a tornado.  People in the affected area(s) should be prepared to take immediate shelter if a tornado warning issued ior 

if a tornado is observed. 
 
Weather Radio: The NOAA Weather Radio System, with New York State related programming transmitted from local NWS facilities in Albany, Binghamton, Buffalo, 

Burlington (VT), Elmira, Erie (PA), Kingston, New York City, Riverhead, Rochester, Scranton (PA), Syracuse and Watertown. 
 
Winter Storm: Snow storms, blizzards, ice storms, are encompassed in this category.  Usually predicted by the National Weather Service.  
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